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HAVE YOU EVER HEARD A MUSLIM BARBER SHOP QUARTET?
No, you have never heard such a group perform anywhere on Earth. Muslims do not
organize such groups of harmonious singers spreading happiness and good cheer. No, you will
never catch Muslims doing that. That is not what Muslims do.
Have you heard of any great Muslim composer of complex Classical or Jazz music? There
isn’t one. Western music is idolatry for Muslims.
Have you ever seen any amazing paintings made by a Muslim artist? What about a
ballet? Is there such a thing as a ballet by and for Muslims? What about an Opera? Did you go
see an opera composed by a Muslim? Certainly the libretto, at least? No, there is no such thing
that we are aware of at DtRH. Muslims do not do ballet or opera.
Did you hear about the great fantasy novel written by a Muslim? The one that is fully
illustrated by a Muslim artist; an awesome story about three little children lost in a pseudo
Medieval world? You haven’t? Of course you haven’t heard of such a novel because such a novel
can not be written by a Muslim. Muslims have no imagination.
Have you heard about the great, the awesome, the extraordinary Muslim haberdasher?
The one who employs designers of the highest order; people with imaginations, talent, and high
flight minds? You have not? Muslims only do very simple designs organized for them by Allah.
Burqas or long buttoned up coats and shawls for the women and pre Medieval desert apparel for
the men, with a beanie.
We were sitting around our board room table and discussing religions of the world and the
sorts of odd things people believe with passion. We came to the conclusion that in general, human
beings can be made to believe in just about anything as long as some charismatic leader can talk
them into those beliefs. Or, the persuading is done with public shows of extreme savagery, such
as we witnessed during those awful times when Jews dressed up as monks and tore people to
pieces with racks, prodded them with hot pokers, hung them upside down and stuck things into
their wriggling bodies and eventually burned them, still animate and writhing. We are witnessing
such public shows of barbarity today. What we just described having been perpetrated by monks
were those ‘enlightened’ years of the Renaissance right up to the ‘Enlightenment’ and known as
the Spanish Inquisition. Actually, torturous savagery still occurs in those so called, ‘holy places’
frequented by bishops, cardinals, friars, monks, priests, and popes; those Bridge Builders, those
pompous pontifexes who keep their flocks in ignorance whilst they dream of their, Blessed
Children. We digressed. Let us return to those other strange creatures with their Medieval ways;
the Muslims.
Have you ever watched a Muslim TV show? A happy Sit Com about a functional family?
Something like, Leave it to Muhammad. Or, what about, Allah Knows Best? I bet you have never
seen a puppetoon about a Muslim boy and his dog teaching high Christian values of respect for
one’s neighbours and an awareness of God as a Loving Father who cares for His Children and
wants them to succeed and become good people. NO, there is no Muslim version of, Davey and
Goliath. Muslims have no personal relationship with a Creator Father since Allah has no sons.
The relationship a Muslim has with his Deity is very strange. If you read Emmanuel
Truthseeker’s amazing in-depth look into the Koran, published by Down the Rabbit Hole and
presented as a free service to the world by the incredible, Jeff Rense, entitled, ‘The Horror, an
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Indepth Look Into the Koran,’ you will learn that Allah has no sons. Allah is alone and prefers it
that way. Hence, since the deity has no sons, the Muslims have no personal relationship with
their god. When they pray, they recite incantations, like magicians, but do not talk to a personal
god, such as we who know that the Creator is Our Father in Heaven. The relationship we have,
for example with Our Father in Paradise is much like the relationship one has with one’s earthly
father; if that is a loving one, that is. In the case of The Eternal First Source and Center, the I AM,
Whom we call Father, His Fatherhood transcends His role as Judge. In the case of Allah, he is not
loving in the least, but a very cruel, vindictive, capricious psychopath which is not how
Christians, for example, speak of their God. Comparing Christians to Muslim is like comparing
crystal clear spring water to dirty engine oil. Same comparison goes for Christians and Jews. We
never let those aliens off the hook at, Down the Rabbit Hole, either.
Muslims do not perform plays by Shakespeare or any other playwright. Muslims do not go
to plays, except when there are a lot of White Christians attending such an event, in France, for
example. However, instead of going to watch the play, the Muslims came and tortured everyone
before cutting their heads off creating an horrific bloody spectacle in the name of Allah the
Merciful, the Compassionate.
Have you ever seen a great film made by a Muslim? A pirate adventure, for example, or a
love story between a man and a beautiful woman with long blond tresses in marvelous dresses
and he in a pin striped suit? Are there any Muslim film festivals?
Did you ever see a Muslim water skiing? You have seen Muslims water boarded, but you
never see them water skiing, do you? Now that we know about the Koran, having read the
amazing exposé by Emmanuel Truthseeker, we are not so concerned about Muslims being water
boarded. Muslims want to kill everyone who does not subscribe to their psychopathy. Our
suggestion at DtRH is to not pussy foot about any longer. Muslims are at war with us. To be a
very good Muslim, you must realize that they have to kill us. The very best Muslim gets into
Paradise and then can enjoy a life of luxury, in gardens with running water, flowing wine, honey,
young boys dressed in green and lots of bashful virgins. Where Allah is, nobody knows. Waldo
isn’t there, either. But those houris are very present in such lovely colours; the colours of coral.
Muslim Paradise is a very attractive place for pedophiles. Male pedophiles. What happens to
women doesn’t matter. They are not in Paradise because they were just comfort stations and
breeding agents whilst on Earth; nothing more. We are seriously wondering what is wrong with
all those feminists in the Western World who are embracing Muslims and Islam as if it is some
sort of religion worthy of selling one’s soul to when in fact we have learned first hand from reading
The Horror, an Indepth Look Into the Koran that Islam is actually a rape and death cult. The
afterlife is more important than this life lived right here in the now on this gorgeous blue planet
being destroyed by Jewish malfeasance, in all areas, not just the Muslim Invasion of White
Countries and the attempted extermination of the White Race. Jews are behind the curtain of all
that is malevolent. Muslims are merely their simple hive minded war dogs helping to effect the
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion so aptly summarized in the Communist Manifesto.
We are at War! We are living in those end times spoken of in the Bible. The final face off
between the forces of good and those of evil. The question is, where do you stand? Are you going
to arm yourself with knowledge and power? Or, are you going to just sit on the fence and wait for
them to come for you and take you away to some pit of horrors? White People, you are being
exterminated. Time to grab your cocks and straighten your backs. It is the Season for War and
Slaughter. Better Face It or you will be a victim. If you are not a Muslim, you are marked.
We are in dire need of funds. If you like what we are doing at DtRH, please consider
sending us a donation with a money order or a cheque made out to: Down the Rabbit Hole at:
P.O.Box 21054 Bower Place, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada, T4R 2N1. THANK YOU!!!!
PLEASE REMEMBER THE WHITE BOERS OF SOUTH AFRICA. THEY NEED OUR HELP MOST
DESPERATELY.
The government of SA has an official policy to exterminate all Whites there!
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